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Abstract
In this paper, we study the solvability of the operator equation AXB∗ − BX∗A∗ = C in the general
setting of the adjointable operators between Hilbert C∗-modules. Based on the generalized inverses of the
associated operators, we propose the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to
this equation, and obtain the general expression of the solution in the solvable case. We apply the results to
the study of the real positive and positive solutions to the operator equation AXB = C. In the case that the
underlying space is finite-dimensional or the range of B is contained in that of A∗, we propose new necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a positive solution to the operator equation AXB = C, and
derive new formula in each case for the general positive solution to this operator equation.
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Introduction
Let R(A) be the range of a matrix or an operator. The equation AXB∗ − BX∗A∗ = C for finite
matrices was studied by Yuan [19] under the condition that R(B) is contained in R(A). When A
equals an identity matrix or identity operator, this equation reduces to XB∗ − BX∗ = C, which
was studied by Braden [3] for finite matrices, and Djordjevic´ [9] for the Hilbert space operators.
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In this paper, we will generalize the main results of [19,9] in the general setting of the adjointable
operators between the Hilbert C∗-modules; See Theorem 2.1, Remark 2.1 and Corollary 2.3
below. In the case that neither R(B) is contained in R(A) nor R(A) is contained in R(B), we will
propose a new result concerning the solvability of the operator equation AXB∗ − BX∗A∗ = C;
See Theorem 2.5 below. We apply the obtained results to study the real positive and positive
solutions to the operator equation AXB = C.
The real positive solutions to the equation AXB = C were studied by Cvetkovic´-Ilic´ [4], and
Wang and Yang [14] for finite matrices; the positive solutions to the same equation were studied
by Khatri and Mitra [11], and Zhang [20] for finite matrices. In the special case that B equals
an identity matrix or identity operator, the real positive solutions to the equation AX = C were
studied by Groß [10] for finite matrices; the positive solutions to the equation AX = C were
studied by Khatri and Mitra [12] for finite matrices, Dajic´ and Koliha [8] for the Hilbert space
operators and Xu [16] for the Hilbert C∗-module operators. In another special case that B = A∗,
the real positive and positive solutions to the equation AXA∗ = B were studied in [2,7,11,21] for
finite matrices, and in [5] for elements of C∗-algebras.
The purpose of this paper is, in the general setting of the adjointable operators between the
Hilbert C∗-modules, to provide a new approach to the study of the real positive and positive
solutions to the operator equation AXB = C. While generalizing some results originally known
for finite matrices, the Hilbert space operators as well as elements of C∗-algebras, the paper
contains several results, which are new even in the finite-dimensional case. The paper is organized
in the following way. In Section 1, we will recall some knowledge about the Hilbert C∗-modules.
We use [15,13] for the general references of C∗-algebras and the Hilbert C∗-modules respectively.
In Section 2, we will study the general solutions to the operator equation AXB∗ − BX∗A∗ =
C. In Section 3, we will study the real positive solutions to the operator equation AXB = C,
and get the technique results of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. Based on the generalized inverses of
the associated operators, in Sections 4 we will give the necessary and sufficient conditions for
the existence of a solution X to the operator equation AXB = C,B∗XB  0, and provide a
formula for the general solution to this operator equation. In Section 5, in the case that the
underlying space is finite-dimensional or R(B) is contained in R(A∗), we will propose new
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a positive solution to the operator equation
AXB = C, and derive new formula in each case for the general positive solution to this operator
equation.
1. Preliminarilies
Throughout this paper, A is a C∗-algebra. By a projection, we mean an idempotent and Her-
mitian (self-adjoint) element of certain C∗-algebra. Let H and K be two HilbertA-modules, and
L(H,K) be the set of the adjointable operators from H to K . For any A ∈L(H,K), the range,
the nullspace of A are denoted by R(A) and N(A) respectively. In case H = K ,L(H,H) which
we abbreviate toL(H), is a C∗-algebra. We use the notation IH 1 to denote the identity operator
on H . LetL(H)+ be the set of positive elements ofL(H). By [13, Lemma 4.1] we know that
for any A ∈L(H),
A  0 ⇐⇒ 〈Aξ, ξ〉  0 for any ξ ∈ H. (1.1)
1 The notation IH is sometimes simplified to I when no confusion rises.
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Throughout the rest of this section, H and K are two HilbertA-modules, and A is an element
ofL(H,K). By [13, Theorem 3.2,19, Remark 1.1] we have the following lemma:
Lemma 1.1. The closeness of any one of the following sets implies the closeness of the remaining
three sets:
R(A),R(A∗), R(AA∗), R(A∗A).
IfR(A) is closed, thenR(A) = R(AA∗), R(A∗) = R(A∗A) and the following orthogonal decom-
positions hold:
H = N(A) ⊕ R(A∗), K = R(A) ⊕ N(A∗). (1.2)
Definition 1.1. The Moore–Penrose inverse A† of A (if it exists) is the unique element X of
L(K,H) which satisfies
AXA = A, XAX = X, (AX)∗ = AX, (XA)∗ = XA. (1.3)
As in the Hilbert space case,A† exists if and only ifR(A) is closed. In this case, (A†)∗ = (A∗)†,
R(A†) = R(A∗) and A†|R(A)⊥ = 0, where A†|R(A)⊥ is the restriction of A† to the orthogonal
complement of R(A). If in addition H = K and A  0, then
AA† = A†A and A†  0. (1.4)
Definition 1.2. Any element A− of A{1} = {X ∈L(K,H)|AXA = A} will be called a {1}-
inverse of A. Note that A has a {1}-inverse if and only if R(A) is closed.
In this paper, the notations A−, A†, FA and EA are reserved to denote any {1}-inverse of A,
the Moore–Penrose inverse of A, the projections IH − A†A and IK − AA†, respectively. If in
addition H = K , then we define
H(+,∗)(A) = A + A∗, H (−,∗)(A) = A − A∗. (1.5)
2. General solutions to AXB∗ − BX∗A∗ = C
In this section, we will study the general solutions to Eq. (2.1) below in the general context
of the Hilbert C∗-modules. The technique results are Theorems 2.1 and 2.5, which are crucial in
our study of the real positive and positive solutions to Eq. (2.17) below. Throughout this section,
H1, H2 and H3 are three Hilbert A-modules.
Theorem 2.1. LetA ∈L(H3, H2), B ∈L(H1, H2)have closed ranges such thatR(B) ⊆ R(A).
Let C ∈L(H2) and D = EBA such that R(D) is also closed. Then the equation
AXB∗ − BX∗A∗ = C, X ∈L(H1, H3) (2.1)
has a solution if and only if
C∗ = −C and H(−,∗)((AA† + DD†)CBB†) = 2C. (2.2)
In which case, the general solution X to Eq. (2.1) is of the form
X = X0 + V − 12A
†AVB†B + 1
2
A†BV ∗A∗(B†)∗
− 1
2
A†BV ∗(B†AD†A)∗ − 1
2
D†AVB†B, (2.3)
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where V ∈L(H1, H3) is arbitrary, and X0 is a particular solution to Eq. (2.1) defined by
X0 = 12A
†C(B†)∗ − 1
2
A†BB†C(B†AD†)∗ + 1
2
D†C(B†)∗. (2.4)
Proof. (1) By assumption, R(B) is contained in R(A) so we have AA†B = B. Since D = EBA
by definition, we have EBD = D, hence EBDD† = DD†. Taking ∗-operation, we get DD† =
DD†EB . It follows that
D†B = D†(DD†B) = D†(DD†EBB) = 0, B∗DD† = (DD†B)∗ = 0, (2.5)
DD†A = DD†(BB† + EB)A = DD†(EBA) = DD†D = D, (2.6)
D†A = D†(DD†A) = D†D. (2.7)
Suppose that Eq. (2.1) has a solution X ∈L(H1, H3). Then obviously C∗ = −C, and since
D = EBA, in view of (2.5)–(2.7) we have
AA†CBB† = AA†(AXB∗ − BX∗A∗)BB† = AXB∗ − BX∗A∗BB†,
BB†CAA† = (AA†(−C)BB†)∗ = −BX∗A∗ + BB†AXB∗,
BB†CDD† = BB†(AXB∗ − BX∗A∗)DD† = −BX∗A∗DD†
= −BX∗D∗ = −BX∗A∗EB,
BB†CDD† + DD†CBB† = −BX∗A∗EB + EBAXB∗.
Therefore,
H(−,∗)((AA† + DD†)CBB†)
= AA†CBB† + BB†CAA† + BB†CDD† + DD†CBB†
= AXB∗ − BX∗A∗ + (BB† + EB)AXB∗ − BX∗A∗(BB† + EB)
= 2(AXB∗ − BX∗A∗) = 2C.
Conversely, suppose that (2.2) is satisfied. Let X0 be defined by (2.4). Then as C∗ = −C and
D = EBA, we have
AX0B
∗ = 1
2
AA†CBB† − 1
2
BB†C(BB†AD†)∗ + 1
2
AD†CBB†
= 1
2
AA†CBB† − 1
2
BB†C((I − EB)AD†)∗ + 12AD
†CBB†
= 1
2
AA†CBB† − 1
2
BB†C(AD†)∗ + 1
2
BB†C(DD†)∗ + 1
2
AD†CBB†
= 1
2
H(+,∗)(AD†CBB†) + 1
2
AA†CBB† + 1
2
BB†CDD†,
so
H(−,∗)(AX0B∗) = AX0B∗ − BX∗0A∗
= 1
2
AA†CBB† + 1
2
BB†CDD†
−
(
1
2
AA†CBB†
)∗
−
(
1
2
BB†CDD†
)∗
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= 1
2
(AA†CBB† + BB†CDD† + BB†CAA† + DD†CBB†)
= 1
2
H(−,∗)((AA† + DD†)CBB†) = C,
which means that X0 is a solution to Eq. (2.1). This finishes the proof that Eq. (2.1) has a solution
if and only if (2.2) is satisfied.
(2) Suppose that (2.2) is satisfied. For any V ∈L(H1, H3), let
(V ) = V − 1
2
A†AVB†B + 1
2
A†BV ∗A∗(B†)∗
− 1
2
A†BV ∗(B†AD†A)∗ − 1
2
D†AVB†B. (2.8)
In view of (2.7) and the definition of D, we have
A(V )B∗ = 1
2
(
AVB∗ + BV ∗A∗BB† − BV ∗(BB†AD†A)∗ − AD†AVB∗
)
= 1
2
AVB∗ + 1
2
BV ∗A∗BB† − 1
2
BV ∗((I − EB)AD†D)∗ − 12AD
†DVB∗
= 1
2
AVB∗ + 1
2
BV ∗A∗BB† − 1
2
BV ∗D†DA∗ + 1
2
BV ∗D∗ − 1
2
AD†DVB∗
= 1
2
AVB∗ + 1
2
BV ∗A∗BB† + 1
2
BV ∗A∗EB − H(+,∗)
(
1
2
BV ∗D†DA∗
)
= H(+,∗)
(
1
2
AVB∗
)
− H(+,∗)
(
1
2
BV ∗D†DA∗
)
.
It follows that (V ) is a solution to the following equation:
AXB∗ − BX∗A∗ = 0. (2.9)
On the other hand, given any solution X to Eq. (2.9), let V = X. Then since D+B = 0 (see
(2.5)) we have
(X) = X − 1
2
A†AXB†B + 1
2
A†(BX∗A∗)(B†)∗
− 1
2
A†(BX∗A∗)(B†AD†)∗ − 1
2
D†AXB†B
= X − 1
2
A†AXB†B + 1
2
A†AXB∗(B†)∗
− 1
2
A†AXB∗(B†AD†)∗ − 1
2
D†AXB∗(B†)∗
= X − 1
2
A†AX(B†AD†B)∗ − 1
2
D†BX∗A∗(B†)∗ = X.
We have proved that the general solution to Eq. (2.9) has a form(V ) for some V ∈L(H1, H3).
As X0 defined by (2.4) is a particular solution to Eq. (2.1), we conclude that the general solution
X to Eq. (2.1) has a form of (2.3). 
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Remark 2.1. Condition (2.2) was originally figured out by Yuan [19] in the finite-dimensional
case. The formula (2.3) for the general solution to Eq. (2.1), and the proof given here both are
simpler than that of Theorem 2.1 in [19].
Corollary 2.2. Let A ∈L(H1, H2) have closed range and B ∈L(H2). Then the equation
XA∗ + AX∗ = B, X ∈L(H1, H2) (2.10)
has a solution if and only if
B − B∗ = 0 and EABEA = 0. (2.11)
In which case, the general solution X to Eq. (2.10) is of the form
X = 1
2
(IH2 + EA)(B(A†)∗ − VA†A) + V −
1
2
AV ∗(A†)∗, (2.12)
where V ∈L(H1, H2) is arbitrary.
Proof. Let i be the imaginary number with i2 = −1. If we let H3 = H2, and replace A,B and C
with IH2 , iA and −iB, respectively, then the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Since (A∗)† = (A†)∗, we have EA∗ = FA. If we replace H1, H2, A,X and V ∗ in (2.12) with
H2, H1, A∗, X∗ and W , respectively, then by Corollary 2.2 we can get the following corollary:
Corollary 2.3. LetA ∈L(H1, H2) have closed range andB ∈L(H1).Then the following equa-
tion:
A∗X + X∗A = B, X ∈L(H1, H2) (2.13)
has a solution if and only if
B − B∗ = 0 and FABFA = 0. (2.14)
In which case, the general solution X to Eq. (2.13) is of the form
X = 1
2
((A†)∗B − AA†W)(IH1 + FA) + W −
1
2
(A†)∗W ∗A (2.15)
= 1
2
(A†)∗BA†A + (A†)∗BFA + EAY + AA†ZA, (2.16)
where Z ∈L(H2) satisfies A∗(Z + Z∗)A = 0, and W,Y ∈L(H1, H2) are arbitrary.
Remark 2.2. The expression (2.16) for the general solution X was originally obtained by Djordj-
evic´ [9, Theorem 2.2] in the Hilbert space case.
The proof of the following lemma is the same as in the matrix case.
Lemma 2.4. LetA ∈L(H2, H3)andB ∈L(H1, H2)have closed ranges,andC ∈L(H1, H3).
Let A−, B− be any {1}-inverses of A and B, respectively. Then the equation
AXB = C, X ∈L(H2) (2.17)
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has a solution if and only if
AA−CB−B = C. (2.18)
In which case, the general solution X to Eq. (2.17) is of the form
X = A−CB− + V − A−AVBB−, (2.19)
where V ∈L(H2) is arbitrary.
Remark 2.3. It is assumed in Theorem 2.1 that R(B) is contained in R(A). In the case that neither
R(B) is contained in R(A) nor R(A) is contained in R(B), the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 may
not be true. In such case, we obtain a result as follows:
Theorem 2.5. Let H be a Hilbert A-module, A, B ∈L(H) and P be a projection of L(H).
Suppose that AP = PA = 0 and A has closed range. Then the equation
AXP − PX∗A∗ = B, X ∈L(H) (2.20)
has a solution if and only if
B∗ = −B, PB + BP = B, AA†BP = BP. (2.21)
In which case, the general solution X to Eq. (2.20) is of the form
X = (IH − P)A†B + V − A†AVP, (2.22)
where V ∈L(H) is arbitrary.
Proof. Let us first assume that there exists X ∈L(H) which satisfies (2.20), then clearly B∗ =
−B. As A∗P = (PA)∗ = 0, if we multiply P from the right on both sides of (2.20), we get
AXP = BP , hence AA†BP = BP . Furthermore,
BP + PB = BP − (BP )∗ = AXP − PX∗A∗ = B.
Suppose on the contrary that (2.21) is satisfied. For any V ∈L(H), let X be given by (2.22).
Then clearly AXP = BP , and AXP − PX∗A∗ = BP + PB = B, so any X of the form (2.22)
is a solution to Eq. (2.20). On the other hand, if X ∈L(H) is a solution to Eq. (2.20), then
A(X − X0)P − P(X − X0)∗A∗ = 0,
where X0 = (IH − P)A†B. Multiplying P from the right on both sides of the above equation,
we get A(X − X0)P = 0. By (2.19) we conclude that X has a form of (2.22). 
3. Real positive solutions to AXB = C
Throughout this section, H1, H2 and H3 are three Hilbert A-modules. Let A ∈L(H2, H3),
B ∈L(H1, H2) andC ∈L(H1, H3). In this section, we will study the solvability of the following
two equations:
AXB = C, X ∈L(H2), H (+,∗)(X)  0; (3.1)
AXB = C, X ∈L(H2), B∗H(+,∗)(X)B  0. (3.2)
We refer to the solutions to Eq. (3.1) as the real positive solutions. In the finite-dimensional
case, the real positive solutions are usually known as the real nonnegative definite (Re-nnd)
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solutions, and most works rely heavily on the various decompositions of the given matrices A
and B. These techniques, such as the generalized singular value decompositions of A and B [14],
are no longer true in the infinite-dimensional case. In this section, in the general setting of the
Hilbert C∗-modules, we will provide a new approach to study the solutions to Eq. (3.1). Under
the condition that the generalized inverses of the associated operators exist, we will prove that
Eq. (3.1) is solvable if and only if Eq. (3.2) is solvable (see Theorem 3.3 below). In the case that
Eq. (3.2) is solvable, we will provide a formula for the general solutions to this equation (see
(3.19) in Theorem 3.4 below). Furthermore, the main result of [4] has been partly generalized,
and the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [4] is simplified (see Theorem 3.9 below). In the special case
that H1 = H2 and B = I , we will provide a new formula for the general solutions to the equation
AX = C,X + X∗  0 (see Corollary 3.6 below).
Definition 3.1. Let H and K be two Hilbert A-modules, we use the notation H ⊕ K to denote
the direct sum of H and K , which is also a Hilbert A-module whose A-valued inner product is
given by〈(
x1
y1
)
,
(
x2
y2
)〉
= 〈x1, x2〉 + 〈y1, y2〉 for xi ∈ H and yi ∈ K, i = 1, 2.
Remark 3.1. Let H be a Hilbert A-module and P ∈L(H) be a projection. Let H1 = PH and
H2 = (I − P)H . To simplify the notation, we use ξ ⊕ η to denote
(
ξ
η
)
∈ H1 ⊕ H2. Let U :
H1 ⊕ H2 → H , U(ξ ⊕ η) = ξ + η for ξ ∈ H1 and η ∈ H2. Then U is invertible with U−1(x) =
P(x) ⊕ (I − P)(x) for x ∈ H , and it is easy to verify that U∗ = U−1 so that U is a unitary.
Furthermore, for any Hermitian element T ofL(H), T can be decomposed as
T = T11 + T12 + T ∗12 + T22,
where T11 = PT P, T12 = PT (I − P) and T22 = (I − P)T (I − P). By (1.1) we know that
T  0 ⇐⇒ 〈(T11 + T12 + T ∗12 + T22)(ξ + η), ξ + η〉  0 ∀ξ ∈ H1, η ∈ H2
⇐⇒ 〈T11ξ, ξ〉 + 〈T12η, ξ〉 + 〈T ∗12ξ, η〉 + 〈T22η, η〉  0 ∀ξ ∈ H1, η ∈ H2
⇐⇒
〈(
T11 T12
T ∗12 T22
)
(ξ ⊕ η), ξ ⊕ η
〉
 0 ∀ξ ∈ H1, η ∈ H2
⇐⇒
(
T11 T12
T ∗12 T22
)
 0.
Lemma 3.1 (cf. [18, Corollary 3.5]). LetA =
(
A11 A12
A∗12 A22
)
be a Hermitian element ofL(H1 ⊕ H2)
with Aij ∈L(Hj ,Hi)(i, j = 1, 2). Suppose that R(A11) is closed. Then A  0 if and only if the
following three conditions are satisfied:
A11  0, A12 = A11A†11A12, A22 − A∗12A†11A12  0. (3.3)
Remark 3.2. (1) The result given in Lemma 3.1 was proved in [1] for finite matrices and gen-
eralized in [6] for the elements of C∗-algebras. (2) Let A be as in Lemma 3.1. It is obvious that
A12 = A11A†11A12 if and only if R(A12) ⊆ R(A11). If A11  0, then for any W ∈L(H2, H1)
with A12 = A11W , we have
A∗12A
†
11A12 = W ∗A11A†11A11W = W ∗A11W.
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So conditions stated in (3.3) can be replaced with
A11  0, A12 = A11W and A22 − W ∗A11W  0 (3.4)
for some W ∈L(H2, H1). In view of (3.4), the following lemma can be proved in a similar way
as that of Theorem 2.2 in [5].
Lemma 3.2. Let A ∈L(H1, H2) and B ∈L(H2) have closed ranges. Then the equation
AXA∗ = B, X ∈L(H1) (3.5)
has a positive solution X ∈L(H1)+ if and only if
B  0 and AA†B = B. (3.6)
In which case, the general positive solution to Eq. (3.5) can be expressed as
X = A†B(A†)∗ + A†B(A†)∗VFA + FAV ∗A†B(A†)∗
+ FAV ∗A†B(A†)∗VFA + FAWFA, (3.7)
where V ∈L(H1) is arbitrary and W ∈L(H1) is arbitrary positive.
We state the main result of this section as follows:
Theorem 3.3. LetA ∈L(H2, H3)andB ∈L(H1, H2)have closed ranges,andC ∈L(H1, H3).
Suppose that G = FAB also has closed range. Let PR(A∗)∩R(B) be the projection from H2 onto
R(A∗) ∩ R(B). Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Eq. (3.1) is solvable;
(ii) Eq. (3.2) is solvable;
(iii) The following two conditions hold:
AA†CB†B = C, FGH(+,∗)(B∗A+C)FG  0; (3.8)
(iv) The following two conditions hold:
AA†CB†B = C, PR(A∗)∩R(B)H (+,∗)(A†CB†)PR(A∗)∩R(B)  0. (3.9)
Proof. The proof of “(i) ⇒ (ii)” is obvious.
“(ii) ⇒ (iii)”: Suppose that there exists X0 ∈L(H2) such that
AX0B = C and B∗H(+,∗)(X0)B  0.
Then by Lemma 2.4 we have AA†CB†B = C. Furthermore, if we let
W0 = X0B − A†C,
then FAW0 = FA(X0B) = X0B − A†C = W0, so
G∗W0 = B∗FAW0 = B∗X0B − B∗A†C. (3.10)
It follows that W0 is a solution to the following equation:
G∗W + W ∗G = B∗H(+,∗)(X0)B − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C). (3.11)
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By Corollary 2.3 we have
FG · H(+,∗)(B∗A†C) · FG = FG · B∗H(+,∗)(X0)B · FG  0.
“(iii) ⇒ (i)”: Suppose that (3.8) holds. Then FGH(+,∗)(B∗A†C)FG is a particular positive
solution to the following equation:
FGZFG = FG · H(+,∗)(B∗A†C) · FG, Z ∈L(H1)+. (3.12)
Let Z ∈L(H1)+ be any positive solution to Eq. (3.12), fixed after being chosen. By Corollary 2.3
we know that the following equation for W is solvable:
G∗W + W ∗G = Z − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C). (3.13)
Let W ∈L(H1, H2) be any solution to the above equation. Since G = FAB, by (3.13) we
have
H(+,∗)(B∗(FAW + A†C)) = B∗(FAW + A†C) + (FAW + A†C)∗B
= G∗W + W ∗G + B∗A†C + (A†C)∗B = Z. (3.14)
Let
X = (A†C + FAW)B† − (B†)∗(A†C + FAW)∗EB. (3.15)
Then as AFA = 0 = EBB, we have AXB = C. Furthermore by (3.14) we have
H(+,∗)(X) = (A†C + FAW)B† − EB(A†C + FAW)B†
+ (B†)∗(A†C + FAW)∗ − (B†)∗(A†C + FAW)∗EB
= BB†(A†C + FAW)B† + (B†)∗(A†C + FAW)∗BB†
= H(+,∗)(BB†(A†C + FAW)B†) = H(+,∗)((B†)∗B∗(A†C + FAW)B†)
= (B†)∗ · H(+,∗)(B∗(A†C + FAW)) · B† = (B†)∗ZB†  0, (3.16)
which means that X is a solution to Eq. (3.1).
“(iii) ⇐⇒ (iv)”: Suppose that AA†CB†B = C; or equivalently, AA†C = C = CB†B.
Then
FG · H(+,∗)(B∗A+C) · FG = FG · H(+,∗)(B∗(A†CB†)B) · FG
= (BFG)∗ · H(+,∗)(A†CB†) · (BFG),
so by (1.1) we have
FGH
(+,∗)(B∗A+C)FG  0 ⇐⇒ 〈H(+,∗)(A†CB†)(BFG)ξ, (BFG)ξ〉  0
for any ξ ∈ H1. It remains only to prove that
R(BFG) = R(A∗) ∩ R(B). (3.17)
Since R(A†A) = R(A∗) and FA(BFG) = GFG = 0, we have R(BFG) ⊆ R(A∗) ∩ R(B). On
the other hand, given any x ∈ R(A∗) ∩ R(B) with x = Bb for some b ∈ H1, we have
0 = FAx = FABb = Gb,
so x = Bb = BFGb ∈ R(BFG). 
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Theorem 3.4. LetA ∈L(H2, H3)andB ∈L(H1, H2)have closed ranges,andC ∈L(H1, H3).
Suppose that G = FAB and D = FGH(+,∗)(B∗A†C)FG have closed ranges such that
AA†CB†B = C and D  0. (3.18)
Then the general solution X to Eq. (3.2) is of the form
X = A†CB† − (A†CB†)∗EB + FAWB† − ((FAWB†)∗ − Y )EB (3.19)
with
Z = D + H(+,∗)(DV1G†G) + G†GV ∗1 DV1G†G + G†GV2G†G, (3.20)
W = 1
2
((G†)∗(Z − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C)) − GG†V3)(IH1 + FG) + V3 −
1
2
(G†)∗V ∗3 G,
(3.21)
where Y, V1 and V3 are arbitrary elements ofL(H2),L(H1) andL(H1, H2), respectively, and
V2 ∈L(H1)+ is arbitrary positive.
Proof. Note that the operator X given by (3.19) can be expressed as
X = (A†C + FAW)B† − (B†)∗(A†C + FAW)∗EB + YEB (3.22)
and Eq. (3.2) is solvable by Theorem 3.3. By Lemma 3.2 we know that an operator Z ∈L(H1)
has a form of (3.20) if and only if
FGZFG = D, Z  0. (3.23)
Let Z be a solution to the above equation, fixed after being chosen. Then by Corollary 2.3 (see
(2.15)) we know that W ∈L(H1, H2) has a form of (3.21) if and only if W is a solution to Eq.
(3.13).
Suppose that Z and W are given such that (3.23) and (3.13) are satisfied. Then by the proof of
“(iii) ⇒ (i)” of Theorem 3.3 we conclude that
(A†C + FAW)B† − (B†)∗(A†C + FAW)∗EB
is a solution to Eq. (3.1). As EBB = 0, in view of (3.22) we conclude that any X of the form
(3.19) is a solution to Eq. (3.2).
Conversely, given any solution X to Eq. (3.2), let
W = XB − A†C and Z = B∗H(+,∗)(X)B,
then by the proof of “(ii) ⇒ (iii)” of Theorem 3.3 we conclude that (3.13) and (3.23) hold. So
if we let Y = X + BB†X∗, then as A†C + FAW = XB, we have
(A†C + FAW)B† − (B†)∗(A†C + FAW)∗EB + YEB
= XBB† − BB†X∗EB + YEB = XBB† + XEB = X. 
Remark 3.3. Let A,B,C,G and D be as in Theorem 3.4 such that two conditions stated in (3.18)
are satisfied. Clearly, any solution X to Eq. (3.1) is also a solution to Eq. (3.2), so that X also has
a form of (3.19). In view of (3.15), (3.16) and (3.22), we get
H(+,∗)(X) = (B†)∗ZB† + YEB + EBY ∗. (3.24)
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Thus we have the following corollary:
Corollary 3.5. Let A ∈L(H2, H3) and B ∈L(H1, H2) have closed ranges, and C ∈L(H1,
H3). Suppose that G = FAB and D = FGH(+,∗)(B∗A†C)FG have closed ranges and (3.18)
is satisfied. Then the general real positive solution X to Eq. (2.17) is of the form (3.19) with
Z ∈L(H1)+ and W ∈L(H1, H2) be given by (3.20) and (3.21), respectively, and Y ∈L(H2)
which satisfies
(B†)∗ZB† + YEB + EBY ∗  0. (3.25)
Remark 3.4. Let Z be a positive element ofL(H1) given by (3.20), denote by T = (B†)∗ZB† +
YEB + EBY ∗. Then
EBY
∗ + YEB = T − (B†)∗ZB†, (3.26)
BB†T BB† = BB†((B†)∗ZB†)BB† = (B†)∗ZB†. (3.27)
So if (B†)∗ZB† has closed range,2 then we can apply Lemma 3.2 to (3.27) to obtain the concrete
expression of T to ensure that T is positive. We can then apply Corollary 2.2 to (3.26) to obtain
the general expression of Y .
Remark 3.5. A special case of (2.17) is the following equation:
AXA∗ = C, (3.28)
where H is a Hilbert A-module, A,C ∈L(H) are known, and X ∈L(H) is unknown. Since
L(H) is a unital C∗-algebra, the general expressions of the real positive solutions to Eq. (3.28)
can be found in [5]. Another special case of (2.17) is the following equation:
AX = C, A,C ∈L(H2, H3), X ∈L(H2). (3.29)
If we let H1 = H2 and B = IH2 , then by Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we can get a corollary as follows:
Corollary 3.6. Let A ∈L(H2, H3) have closed range, and C ∈L(H2, H3). Then Eq. (3.29)
has a real positive solution if and only if
AA†C = C and H(+,∗)(CA∗)  0. (3.30)
Furthermore, if D = H(+,∗)(A†CA†A) has closed range and (3.30) is satisfied, then the general
real positive solution X to Eq. (3.29) is of the form
X = A†C + FA(V ∗1 D − (A†C)∗) +
1
2
FAV
∗
1 DV1FA
+ 1
2
(FAV2FA + FA(V3 − V ∗3 )FA), (3.31)
where V1, V3 ∈L(H2) are arbitrary and V2 ∈L(H2) is arbitrary positive.
Proof. We use the same notations as that in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. Since H1 = H2 and B = IH2 ,
we have G = FA, FG = A†A and
D = A†AH(+,∗)(A†C)A†A = H(+,∗)(A†AA†CA†A) = H(+,∗)(A†CA†A).
2 This is always true in the finite-dimensional case.
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If AA†C = C, then
ADA∗ = H(+,∗)(AA†CA†AA∗) = H(+,∗)(CA∗),
D = H(+,∗)(A†C(A†A)∗) = A†H(+,∗)(CA∗)(A†)∗, (3.32)
which implies that H(+,∗)(CA∗)  0 ⇐⇒ D  0. By statement (iii) of Theorem 3.3 we conclude
that Eq. (3.29) has a real positive solution if and only if (3.30) holds.
Suppose that AA†C = C and D is a positive operator with closed range. Then by Theorem 3.4
we know that any real positive solution X to Eq. (3.29) is of the form
X = A†C + FAW (3.33)
with
Z = D + DV1FA + FAV ∗1 D + FAV ∗1 DV1FA + FAV2FA,
W = 1
2
(FA(Z − H(+,∗)(A†C)) − FAV3)(IH2 + A†A) + V3 −
1
2
FAV
∗
3 FA,
where V1, V3 ∈L(H2) are arbitrary and V2 ∈L(H2) is arbitrary positive. By (3.32) we get
FAD = 0 and DA†A = D, so
FAZ = FAV ∗1 D + FAV ∗1 DV1FA + FAV2FA, (3.34)
FAZA
†A = FAV ∗1 DA†A = FAV ∗1 D. (3.35)
Note that
(A†C)∗A†A = C∗(A†)∗A†A = C∗(A†)∗ = (A†C)∗,
so we have
FAH
(+,∗)(A†C)(I + A†A) = FA(A†C)∗(I + A†A) = 2FA(A†C)∗. (3.36)
Therefore, by (3.34), (3.35) and (3.36) we get
FAW = 12FAZ(IH2 + A
†A) − FA(A†C)∗ + 12FA(V3 − V
∗
3 )FA
= FA(V ∗1 D − (A†C)∗) +
1
2
(FAV
∗
1 DV1FA + FAV2FA + FA(V3 − V ∗3 )FA),
so (3.31) follows from (3.33). 
Remark 3.6. LetH1, H2 andH3 be HilbertA-modules. LetA ∈L(H2, H3) andB ∈L(H1, H2)
have closed ranges, and C ∈L(H1, H3) such that AA†CB†B = C. Clearly, for any X ∈L(H2),
X is a solution to Eq. (2.17) if and only if
(A†A)X(BB†) = A†CB†,
where A†A and BB† are projections (hence positive elements) of L(H2). So without loss of
generality, we may assume that A and B both are positive elements ofL(H) for some Hilbert
A-module H . In this case, Eq. (2.17) can be expressed more precisely as follows:
AXB = C, A,B ∈L(H)+ and C,X ∈L(H). (3.37)
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Recently in the finite-dimensional case, Cvetkovic´-Ilic´ [4] proved that Eq. (3.37) has a real positive
solution X if and only if for any {1}-inverses A−, B− and (A + B)−, the following two conditions
hold:
AA−CB−B = C, H(+,∗)(B(A + B)−C(A + B)−A)  0. (3.38)
In the rest of this section, we will in the general setting of the Hilbert C∗-modules, give a simplified
proof of such a result (see Theorem 3.9 below).
First, we need two auxiliary results:
Lemma 3.7. Let H be a HilbertA-module, A and B be two positive elements ofL(H). Suppose
that A,B and A + B have closed ranges. Then
R(A + B) = R(A) + R(B) def={Ax + By|x, y ∈ H }.
Lemma 3.8. Let H be a Hilbert A-module, A, B ∈L(H)+ such that A,B and A + B have
closed ranges. Then
(A + B)(A + B)−A = A, (A + B)(A + B)−B = B,
A(A + B)−B = A(A + B)†B,
A(A + B)−B = B(A + B)−A, (3.39)
(A(A + B)−B)∗ = A(A + B)−B,
A(A + B)−(A + B) = A, B(A + B)−(A + B) = B.
Remark 3.7. LetHi, i=1, 2, 3 be three HilbertA-modules,A ∈L(H2, H3) andB∈L(H1, H2)
such that R(A) and R(B) both are closed. Since EA∗ = FA, by the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [17]
we know that G = FAB has closed range if and only if (A∗, B) ∈L(H3 ⊕ H1, H2) has closed
range, where H3 ⊕ H1 is the direct sum of H3 and H1, and (A∗, B) is defined by
(A∗, B)
(
h3
h1
)
= A∗h3 + Bh1 for hi ∈ Hi, i = 1, 3. (3.40)
So, if Hi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the same and A,B both are positive, then
R(A∗, B) = R(A) + R(B) = R(A + B),
which means that R(G) is closed if and only if R(A + B) is closed.
Theorem 3.9 (cf. [4, Theorem 2.3]). Let H be a Hilbert A-module, A, B ∈L(H)+ and C ∈
L(H). Suppose that A,B and A + B have closed ranges. Then Eq. (3.37) has a real positive
solution X ∈L(H) if and only if (3.38) holds.
Proof. Let G = FAB. By Remark 3.7 we know that R(G) is closed. Clearly,
AA−CB−B = C ⇐⇒ AXB = C is solvable ⇐⇒ AA†CB†B = C.
Suppose that AA†CB†B = C. Let us denote B(A + B)−C(A + B)−A simply by T . Then by
Lemma 3.8 we have
T = (B(A + B)−A)(A†CB†)(B(A + B)−A)
= (B(A + B)†A)∗(A†CB†)(B(A + B)†A),
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so
H(+,∗)(T ) = (B(A + B)†A)∗H(+,∗)(A†CB†)(B(A + B)†A). (3.41)
By (1.1) and statement (iv) of Theorem 3.3, it is sufficient to prove that
R(B(A + B)†A) = R(A) ∩ R(B). (3.42)
The inclusion of “R(B(A + B)†A) ⊆ R(A) ∩ R(B)” follows from (3.39). On the other hand,
given any x ∈ R(A) ∩ R(B), we have AA†x = x = BB†x, so if we let a = A†x + B†x, then by
Lemma 3.8 we have
(B(A + B)†A)a = B(A + B)†AA†x + B(A + B)†AB†x
= B(A + B)†AA†x + A(A + B)†BB†x
= B(A + B)†x + A(A + B)†x
= (A + B)(A + B)†x = (A + B)(A + B)†AA†x = AA†x = x. 
4. Solutions to AXB = C, B∗XB  0
Based on Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, in this section we will study the solutions to Eq. (4.2) below.
We will prove that this equation has a solution if and only if three conditions stated in (4.3) below
are satisfied, and in which case, a formula for the general solution to this equation is derived
(see (4.4) and (4.5) below). As a result, a technique result of [16, Theorem 2.3] appears as a
special case; See Corollary 4.3 below. Throughout this section, H1, H2 and H3 are three Hilbert
A-modules.
Lemma 4.1. LetA ∈L(H2, H3)andB ∈L(H1, H2)have closed ranges,andC ∈L(H1, H3).
Suppose that G = FAB has closed range. If the equation
AXB = C,X ∈L(H2), (B∗XB)∗ = B∗XB (4.1)
is solvable, then FGB∗A†CFG is Hermitian.
Proof. Since Eq. (4.1) is solvable, we have AA†CB†B = C. Let X0 ∈L(H2) be any solution
to Eq. (4.1). We define W0 = X0B − A†C. Then as (B∗X0B)∗ = B∗X0B, by (3.10) we have
W ∗0 G − G∗W0 = H(−,∗)(B∗A†C).
Since GFG = 0 = FGG∗, by the above equation we have
FG(H
(−,∗)(B∗A†C))FG = FG(W ∗0 G − G∗W0)FG = 0;
or equivalently, (FGB∗A†CFG)∗ = FGB∗A†CFG. 
We state the technique result of this section as follows:
Theorem 4.2. LetA ∈L(H2, H3)andB ∈L(H1, H2)have closed ranges,andC ∈L(H1, H3).
Suppose that G = FAB and D1 = FGB∗A†CFG have closed ranges. Then there exists X ∈
L(H2) such that
AXB = C and B∗XB  0 (4.2)
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if and only if
AA†CB†B = C, D1  0, R(FGB∗A†C) = R(D1). (4.3)
In which case, the general solution X to Eq. (4.2) is of the form
X = A†CB† − (A†CB†)∗EB + FAWB† − ((FAWB†)∗ − Y )EB (4.4)
with
W = (G†)∗((B∗A†C)∗D†1 − IH1)B∗A†C +
1
2
(G†)∗UG†G + EGV, (4.5)
where Y ∈L(H2), V ∈L(H1, H2) are arbitrary, and U ∈L(H1)+ is arbitrary positive.
Proof. (1) Let D = FGH(+,∗)(B∗A†C)FG be as in Theorem 3.4. Note that for any X ∈L(H2),
B∗XB  0 ⇐⇒ B∗(X + X∗)B  0 and B∗XB = (B∗XB)∗. (4.6)
So if Eq. (4.2) has a solution, then by Lemma 4.1 we know that D1 is Hermitian, therefore
D = 2D1, R(D) = R(D1) is closed, D† = 12D
†
1, DD
† = D1D†1 . (4.7)
Furthermore, by Theorem 3.4 we know that the first two conditions in (4.3) are satisfied.
Now suppose that the first two conditions in (4.3) are satisfied. Then as D1 is positive, we know
that D1 is Hermitian, so that (4.7) holds, which means that (3.18) is satisfied. Let V1, V2, V3 and
Y be elements ofL(H1),L(H1)+,L(H1, H2) andL(H2), respectively, and define X by (3.19)
with the operators Z and W given by (3.20) and (3.21) respectively. By Theorem 3.4 and (4.6)
we know that any solution X to Eq. (4.2) is of this form. In the following we will seek additional
condition to ensure that, there exist Vi (i = 1, 2, 3) and Y such that the associated X defined by
(3.19) satisfies (B∗XB)∗ = B∗XB.
As G = FAB, we have
GB†B = G, G†GB†B = G†G, B†BG†G = G†G. (4.8)
Furthermore, since D = 2D1 = 2FGB∗A†CFG, C = CB†B, we have
DB†B = 2FGB∗A†C(I − G†G)B†B
= 2FG(B∗A†C)B†B(I − G†G)
= 2FG(B∗A†C)(I − G†G) = D. (4.9)
By (3.20), (4.8) and (4.9) we have ZB†B = Z, so
(Z − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C))B†B = Z − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C).
By (3.19), (3.21) and (4.8) we get
B∗XB = B∗A†C + G∗WB†B
= B∗A†C + 1
2
(G†G(Z − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C)) − G∗V3)(2B†B − G†G)
+ G∗V3B†B − 12G
†GV ∗3 G
= B∗A†C + G†G(Z − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C))
− 1
2
G†G(Z − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C))G†G + 1
2
G∗V3G†G − 12G
†GV ∗3 G.
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Let
S = Z − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C), T1 = H(−,∗)((B∗A†C)∗ + SG†G). (4.10)
Since the operator Z defined by (3.20) is positive, we know that B∗XB is Hermitian if and only
if
G∗V3G†G − G†GV ∗3 G = T1. (4.11)
As (G∗)† = (G†)∗ and (I − G†G)G∗ = 0, by Theorem 2.1 we know that (4.11) has a solution
V3 ∈L(H1, H2) if and only if
G†GT1G†G = T1. (4.12)
In which case, the general solution V3 to Eq. (4.11) has a form of
V3 = 12 (G
∗)†T1G†G + V4 − 12 (G
∗)†G∗V4G†G + 12 (G
∗)†G†GV ∗4 GG†G
= 1
2
(G†)∗T1G†G + V4 − 12GG
†V4G†G + 12 (G
†)∗V ∗4 G, (4.13)
where V4 ∈L(H1, H2) is arbitrary. As (G†)∗(SG†G − G†GS)G†G = 0, by (4.10) and (4.13)
we have
V3 = 12 (G
†)∗H(−,∗)((B∗A†C)∗)G†G + V4 − 12GG
†V4G†G + 12 (G
†)∗V ∗4 G. (4.14)
Next we seek conditions on V1 and V2 under which (4.12) holds. By (3.20) we get
ZG†G = DV1G†G + G†GV ∗1 DV1G†G + G†GV2G†G,
so
H(−,∗)(ZG†G) = H(−,∗)(DV1G†G).
By the definitions of S and T1 (see (4.10)), we have
T1 = H(−,∗)((B∗A†C)∗ + DV1G†G − H(+,∗)(B∗A†C)G†G)
= H(−,∗)((B∗A†C)∗FG − B∗A†CG†G + DV1G†G).
It follows that
G†GT1G†G = −G†GB∗A†CG†G + G†G(B∗A†C)∗G†G.
Therefore, (4.12) holds if and only if
DV1G
†G − G†GV ∗1 D = T2, (4.15)
where
T2 = FGB∗A†C(IH1 + G†G) − (IH1 + G†G)(B∗A†C)∗FG
= FGB∗A†C(2IH1 − FG) − (2IH1 − FG)(B∗A†C)∗FG
= 2FGB∗A†C − D1 − 2(B∗A†C)∗FG + D1
= 2H(−,∗)(FGB∗A†C). (4.16)
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By Theorem 2.5 and (4.7) we know that (4.15) has a solution V1 ∈L(H1) if and only if
G†GT2 + T2G†G = T2, D1D†1T2G†G = T2G†G. (4.17)
In which case, the general solution V1 ∈L(H1) to Eq. (4.15) is of the form
V1 = FGD†T2 + V5 − D†DV5G†G
= 1
2
FGD
†
1T2 + V5 − D†1D1V5G†G, (4.18)
where V5 ∈L(H1) is arbitrary. Since D1 = FGB∗A†CFG = FG(B∗A†C)∗FG, by (4.16) we get
G†GT2 = −2(B∗A†C)∗FG + 2D1, T2G†G = 2FGB∗A†C − 2D1,
so the first condition in (4.17) is satisfied. For the second condition, we have
D1D
†
1T2G
†G = T2G†G ⇐⇒ R(2FGB∗A†C − 2D1) ⊆ R(D1)
⇐⇒ R(FGB∗A†C) ⊆ R(D1) ⇐⇒ R(FGB∗A†C) = R(D1).
This completes the proof that Eq. (4.2) has a solution X if and only if three conditions in (4.3)
are satisfied.
(2) Suppose that three conditions in (4.3) are satisfied. Note that
D†FG = D†(DD†FG) = D†DD† = D†, FGD† = (D†FG)∗ = D† (4.19)
and the third condition in (4.3) can be rephrased as D1D†1FGB∗A†C = FGB∗A†C, which can
further be simplified to
D1D
†
1B
∗A†C = DD†B∗A†C = FGB∗A†C. (4.20)
Therefore, by (4.18), (4.16) and (4.19) we get
V1 = FGD†1H(−,∗)(FGB∗A†C) + V5 − D†1D1V5G†G
= D†1B∗A†C − D†1(B∗A†C)∗FG + V5 − D†1D1V5G†G
= D†1B∗A†C − D†1FG(B∗A†C)∗FG + V5 − D†1D1V5G†G
= D†1B∗A†C − D†1D1 + V5 − D†1D1V5G†G. (4.21)
As D1G†G = 0, by (4.21) and (4.20) we have
DV1G
†G = 2D1V1G†G = 2FGB∗A†CG†G = 2FGB∗A†C − D, (4.22)
hence
2FGB∗A†C = DV1G†G + D,
so
2(B∗A†C)∗FG = G†GV ∗1 D + D. (4.23)
Since D  0, we have DD† = D†D, so if we take ∗-operation on both sides of (4.20), we get
(B∗A†C)∗FG = (B∗A†C)∗D†D. (4.24)
It follows from (4.22), (4.24), (4.19) and (4.23) that
G†GV ∗1 DV1G†G = (DV1G†G)∗V1G†G = (2(B∗A†C)∗FG − D)V1G†G
= 2(B∗A†C)∗D†DV1G†G − DV1G†G
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= 2(B∗A†C)∗D†(2FGB∗A†C − D) − DV1G†G
= 4(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†C − 2(B∗A†C)∗D†D − DV1G†G
= 4(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†C − 2(B∗A†C)∗FG − DV1G†G
= 4(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†C − G†GV ∗1 D − D − DV1G†G, (4.25)
so by (3.20) and (4.25) we conclude that
Z = 4(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†C + G†GV2G†G. (4.26)
Our next task is to derive the explicit expression of the operator W defined by (3.21). As IH1 +
FG = 2IH1 − G†G, by (4.14) we have
− 1
2
GG†V3(IH1 + FG) = −
1
4
(G†)∗H(−,∗)((B∗A†C)∗)G†G − GG†V4
+ 3
4
GG†V4G†G − 14 (G
†)∗V ∗4 G, (4.27)
and
− 1
2
(G†)∗V ∗3 G = −
1
4
(G†)∗H(−,∗)(B∗A†C)G†G − 1
4
(G†)∗V ∗4 G
− 1
4
GG†V4G†G. (4.28)
We may combine (4.14), (4.27) and (4.28) to get
−1
2
GG†V3(IH1 + FG) + V3 −
1
2
(G†)∗V ∗3 G
= 1
2
(G†)∗((B∗A†C)∗ − B∗A†C)G†G + EGV4. (4.29)
By (4.19) and (4.24) we have
2(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†CFG = 2(B∗A†C)∗D†FGB∗A†CFG
= (B∗A†C)∗D†D = (FGB∗A†C)∗, (4.30)
so
2(G†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†CFG = (FGB∗A†CG†)∗. (4.31)
Therefore, by (4.26) and (4.31) we have
1
2
(G†)∗Z(IH1 + FG) = 2(G†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†C
+ (FGB∗A†CG†)∗ + 12 (G
†)∗V2G†G. (4.32)
We may use the equality of IH1 + FG = 2IH1 − G†G to get
−1
2
(G†)∗H(+,∗)(B∗A†C)(IH1 + FG)
= −(G†)∗H(+,∗)(B∗A†C) + 1
2
(G†)∗H(+,∗)(B∗A†C)G†G. (4.33)
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Combining (3.21), (4.29), (4.32) and (4.33) we conclude that
W = −(G†)∗B∗A†C + 2(G†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†C + 1
2
(G†)∗V2G†G + EGV4.
(4.34)
As 2D† = D†1, (4.5) follows from (4.34) by letting U = V2 and V = V4. 
Remark 4.1. At this point, it is helpful to give an explanation of the preceding theorem. Let
A,B,C,G and D1 be given as in Theorem 4.2. Suppose that three conditions stated in (4.3) are
satisfied. Let Y ∈L(H2), V ∈L(H1, H2) and U ∈L(H1)+ be given such that the operators
W and X are defined by (4.5) and (4.4), respectively. Then clearly AXB = C, and as D†1  0
(see(1.4)), in view of (4.4), (4.5), (4.8), (4.19) and (4.20) we have
B∗XB = B∗A†C + B∗FAWB†B = B∗A†C + G∗WB†B
= B∗A†C + G†G(B∗A†C)∗D†1B∗A†C − G†GB∗A†C +
1
2
G†GUG†G
= FGB∗A†C + (IH1 − FG)(B∗A†C)∗FGD†1B∗A†C +
1
2
G†GUG†G
= FGB∗A†C + (B∗A†C)∗D†1B∗A†C − D1D†1B∗A†C +
1
2
G†GUG†G
= (B∗A†C)∗D†1(B∗A†C) +
1
2
G†GUG†G  0. (4.35)
When we apply Theorem 4.2 to the special case that H1 = H2 and B = IH1 , we can obtain
Theorem 5.2 from [8] and Theorem 2.1 from [16]:
Corollary 4.3. Let A,C ∈L(H1, H2), and suppose that A and D1 = A†CA†A have closed
ranges. Then the equation
AX = C, X ∈L(H1) (4.36)
has a positive solution if and only if
CA∗  0 and R(C) = R(CA∗). (4.37)
In which case, the general positive solution X to Eq. (4.36) is of the form
X = C∗(CA∗)−C + (IH1 − A−A)S(IH1 − A−A)∗, (4.38)
where (CA∗)− and A− are arbitrary {1}-inverses of CA∗ and A, respectively, and S ∈L(H1)+
is arbitrary positive.
5. Positive solutions to AXB = C
In this section, we will focus on the study of the positive solutions to Eq. (2.17). Let A,B,C,G
andD1 be as in Theorem 4.2 and suppose that (4.3) is satisfied. LetX andW be defined by (4.4) and
(4.5), respectively. We start with the Hermitian characterization of X (Lemma 5.1) so that X can be
decomposed as (5.10) with X11, X12 and X22 given by (5.7)–(5.9) respectively, and work toward
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computing R(X11) (Lemma 5.2), seeking additional conditions to ensure that R(X12) ⊆ R(X11)
(Lemma 5.3) and X22 − X∗12X†11X12  0 (Lemma 5.4), culminating in Theorems 5.5 and 5.6.
Throughout this section, H1, H2 and H3 are three Hilbert A-modules.
Lemma 5.1. Let A,B,C,G and D1 be as in Theorem 4.2. Suppose that (4.3) is satisfied. Let X
and W be given by (4.4) and (4.5), respectively. Then X is Hermitian if and only if
Y = 2((A†CB†)∗ + (FAWB†)∗)EB + T − 12 (T − EBT
∗ + BB†T )EB (5.1)
for some T ∈L(H2). In which case,
X = A†CB† + FAWB† + ((A†CB†)∗ + (FAWB†)∗)EB + 12EB(T + T
∗)EB. (5.2)
Proof. By the expression of X (see (4.4)) and (4.35) we have
BB†A†CB† + BB†FAWB† = BB†XBB† = (B†)∗(B∗XB)B† (5.3)
= (B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1(B∗A†C)B†
+ 1
2
(B†)∗G†GUG†GB†  0. (5.4)
So if we let
M = H(−,∗)([(A†CB†)∗ + (FAWB†)∗](I + EB)),
then by (5.4) we have
BB†MBB† = H(−,∗)(BB†[(A†CB†)∗ + (FAWB†)∗](I + EB)BB†)
= H(−,∗)((BB†A†CB† + BB†FAWB†)∗) = 0.
Also, by the expression of X, it is easy to verify that X = X∗ if and only if
YEB − EBY ∗ = M. (5.5)
By Theorem 2.1 we know that the general solution Y to the above equation is of the form
Y = 1
2
MEB + 12BB
†MEB + T − 12T EB +
1
2
EBT
∗EB − 12BB
†T EB
= 2((A†CB†)∗ + (FAWB†)∗)EB + T − 12 (T − EBT
∗ + BB†T )EB,
where T ∈L(H2) is arbitrary. In this case,
YEB = 2((A†CB†)∗ + (FAWB†)∗)EB + 12EB(T + T
∗)EB,
therefore (5.2) follows from (4.4). 
Definition 5.1. Let A,B,C,G and D1 be as in Theorem 4.2 such that (4.3) is satisfied. Let W
and X be given by (4.5) and (5.2), respectively. Define
X11 = BB†XBB†, X12 = BB†XEB and X22 = EBXEB. (5.6)
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Then by (5.3), (5.4) and (5.2) we have
X11 = (B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1(B∗A†C)B† +
1
2
(B†)∗G†GUG†GB†, (5.7)
X12 = (A†CB† + FAWB†)∗EB = (A†CB† + FAWB†)∗ − X11, (5.8)
X22 = 12EB(T + T
∗)EB, (5.9)
X = X11 + X12 + X∗12 + X22. (5.10)
Since BB† is a projection and X11 is positive, by Remarks 3.1 and 3.2 we conclude that under
the condition that R(X11) is closed, X  0 if and only if
R(X12) ⊆ R(X11) and X22 − ∗X11  0, (5.11)
where  is any element ofL(H2) which satisfies
BB†EB =  and X12 = X11. (5.12)
In what follows, we will focus on the study of the computation of R(X11), and the investigation
of necessary and sufficient conditions under which R(X12) ⊆ R(X11).
Lemma 5.2. Let A,B,C,G and D1 be as in Theorem 4.2 such that (4.3) is satisfied. Let X11 be
given by (5.7) and suppose that R(X11), R
(
(B†)∗G†GU 12
)
and R((B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)B)
are closed. Then
R(X11) = R((B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)B) + R((B†)∗G†GU 12 ). (5.13)
Proof. By assumption, C = CB†B so that R(CB†) = R(C). In view of (4.7), (4.19) and (4.24)
we have
R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1B
∗A†CB†) = R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1B∗A†C)
⊇ R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1B∗A†CFG)
= R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1D1)
= R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†D)
= R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗FG)
⊇ R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗FGD†)
= R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†)
⊇ R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1B∗A†CB†),
which means that
R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1B
∗A†CB†) = R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗FG). (5.14)
Since G = FAB, and GG†, FA are two projections, we have GG†FA = GG†, so
G† = G†(GG†) = G†(GG†FA) = G†FA. (5.15)
It follows that
BFG = B(I − G†G) = B(I − G†FAB) = B(I − G†B) = (I − BG†)B. (5.16)
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Therefore, by (5.14) and (5.16) we get
R((B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1B
∗A†CB†) = R((B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)B). (5.17)
Applying Lemma 3.7, Lemma 1.1 to (5.7) and (5.17), we get (5.13). 
The technique result of this section is as follows:
Lemma 5.3. Let A,B,C,G and D1 be as in Theorem 4.2 such that (4.3) is satisfied. Let U ∈
L(H1)+ and V ∈L(H1, H2) be given such that W is defined by (4.5). Let X11, X12 and X be
given by (5.7), (5.8) and (5.10), respectively such that R(X11) is closed. Then R(X12) ⊆ R(X11)
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) It holds that
R((B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)) ⊆ R(X11); (5.18)
(ii) There exist K1,K2 ∈L(H2, H1) such that
V ∗ = SK1(FA − GG†) + K2 − B†BK2(FA − GG†), (5.19)
where
S = B∗XB = (B∗A†C)∗D†1B∗A†C +
1
2
G†GUG†G.
In which case,
X12 = X11(BG† + BK1(FA − GG†) + X†11(B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†))EB. (5.20)
Proof. (1) By the expression of X12, we have
R(X12) ⊆ R(X11) ⇐⇒ R((A†CB†)∗ + (FAWB†)∗) ⊆ R(X11). (5.21)
Since G = FAB by definition, and G† = G†FA (see (5.15)), we have
EGFA = (I − GG†)FA = FA − GG†,
which is a projection, and
(I − BG†)(I − FA + GG†) = I − FA + GG† − BG†
= I − FA + FABG† − BG† = A†A(I − BG†). (5.22)
Combining (5.22) with the assumption that AA†C = C, we get
(A†C)∗(I − BG†)(I − FA + GG†) = (A†C)∗(I − BG†). (5.23)
Let
S = (B∗A†C)∗D†1B∗A†C +
1
2
G†GUG†G, (5.24)
L = (A†C)∗(I − BG†) + V ∗(FA − GG†). (5.25)
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Then S  0 and by (4.35) we have S = B∗XB, so
X11 = BB†XBB† = (B†)∗(B∗XB)B† = (B†)∗SB†. (5.26)
As CB†B = C, G†GB†B = G†G = B†BG†G, we have
B†BS = S = SB†B, so that R(X11) = R((B†)∗S), (5.27)
B†BL = (A†C)∗(I − BG†) + B†BV ∗(FA − GG†). (5.28)
By (4.5) we have
FAWB
† = (G†)∗SB† − (G†)∗B∗A†CB† + (FA − GG†)V B†,
so
(A†CB†)∗ + (FAWB†)∗ = (B†)∗SG† + (B†)∗L. (5.29)
Note that B∗(B†)∗S = B†BS = S and R((B†)∗S) = R(X11) is assumed to be closed, we can
prove easily that R(S) is also closed, so that S† exists. We may combine (5.21), (5.29) with (5.27),
apply Lemma 2.4 whenever necessary, and use the equalities of (5.22) and (5.23) to conclude
that
R(X12) ⊆ R(X11)
⇐⇒ R((B†)∗L) ⊆ R((B†)∗S)
⇐⇒ R(B∗(B†)∗L) ⊆ R(B∗(B†)∗S) ⇐⇒ R(B†BL) ⊆ R(S)
⇐⇒ R((A†C)∗(I − BG†) + B†BV ∗(FA − GG†)) ⊆ R(S)
⇐⇒ ∃J ∈L(H2, H1), such that
SJ = (A†C)∗(I − BG†) + B†BV ∗(FA − GG†)
⇐⇒ ∃J ∈L(H2, H1), such that
B†BV ∗(FA − GG†) = SJ − (A†C)∗(I − BG†) (5.30)
⇒ ∃J ∈L(H2, H1), such that
B†B(SJ − (A†C)∗(I − BG†))(FA − GG†) = SJ − (A†C)∗(I − BG†)
(Note: B†BS = S,B†B(A†C)∗ = (A†C)∗)
⇐⇒ ∃J ∈L(H2, H1), such that
(SJ − (A†C)∗(I − BG†))(FA − GG†) = SJ − (A†C)∗(I − BG†)
⇐⇒ ∃J ∈L(H2, H1), such that (Note: I − FA + GG† is a projection)
SJ (I − FA + GG†) = (A†C)∗(I − BG†) (5.31)
⇐⇒ (A†C)∗(I − BG†) = SS†
(
(A†C)∗(I − BG†)
)
(I − FA + GG†)
= SS†(A†C)∗(I − BG†)
⇐⇒ R((A†C)∗(I − BG†)) ⊆ R(S) = R(B∗(B†)∗S) = B∗R(X11)
⇐⇒ R((B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)) ⊆ (B†)∗B∗R(X11) = BB†R(X11)
= R(BB†X11) = R(X11).
So, if R(X12) ⊆ R(X11), then it is necessary that (5.18) holds.
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Suppose that (5.18) is satisfied. In the following we will put forward an additional condition,
namely (5.19), to ensure that R(X12) ⊆ R(X11). First, we apply Lemma 2.4 to (5.31) to get the
general expression of J as follows:
J = S†(A†C)∗(I − BG†)(I − FA + GG†) + K1 − S†SK1(I − FA + GG†)
= S†(A†C)∗(I − BG†) + K1 − S†SK1(I − FA + GG†),
where K1 ∈L(H2, H1) is arbitrary. Next, we combine the above expression of J with (5.30) to
get
B†BV ∗(FA − GG†) = SK1(FA − GG†). (5.32)
Finally, as B†B(SK1(FA − GG†))(FA − GG†) = SK1(FA − GG†), we apply Lemma 2.4 once
again to get the expression of V ∗ as (5.19).
(2) Suppose that (5.18) is satisfied and V ∗ has a form of (5.19). Then by (5.8), (5.29), (5.25),
(5.19), (5.26) and (5.32) we have
X12 = (B†)∗SG† + (B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†) + (B†)∗V ∗(FA − GG†) − X11
= (B†)∗SG† + (B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†) + (B†)∗SK1(FA − GG†) − X11
= (B†)∗SB†(BG† + BK1(FA − GG†) + X†11(B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†) − I )
= X11(BG† + BK1(FA − GG†) + X†11(B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†) − I ). (5.33)
As X12 = X12EB and X11EB = 0, (5.20) follows from (5.33) by multiplying EB from the right.

By (5.9), (5.12), (5.20), (5.11) and Lemma 5.3 we get the following lemma:
Lemma 5.4. Let A,B,C,G and D1 be as in Theorem 4.2 such that (4.3) is satisfied. Let U ∈
L(H1)+ and V ∈L(H1, H2) be given such that V ∗ has a form of (5.19). Let W,X11, X12, X22
and X be given by (4.5), (5.7)–(5.10), respectively. Suppose that R(X11) is closed and (5.18) is
satisfied. Then X  0 if and only if
1
2
EB(T + T ∗)EB − ∗X11  0, (5.34)
where
 = (BG† + BK1(FA − GG†) + X†11(B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†))EB. (5.35)
Now we state the main result of this section as follows:
Theorem 5.5. Let H1, H2 and H3 be three HilbertA-modules such that H2 is finite-dimensional.
LetA ∈L(H2, H3), B ∈L(H1, H2), C ∈L(H1, H3),G = FAB andD1 = FGB∗A†CFG.Eq.
(2.17) has a positive solution X ∈L(H2)+ if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) AA†CB†B = C,D1  0, R(FGB∗A†C) = R(D1);
(ii) R(FG(A†C)∗(I − BG†)) = R(FG(A†C)∗(I − BG†)B).
In which case, the general positive solution X to Eq. (2.17) is of the form
X = X11 + X11+ ∗X11 + ∗X11+ EB ∧ EB (5.36)
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with
X11 = (B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†1(B∗A†C)B† +
1
2
(B†)∗G†GUG†GB†,
 = (BG† + BK1(FA − GG†) + X†11(B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†))EB,
where ∧ ∈L(H2)+ is arbitrary positive,K1 ∈L(H2, H1) is arbitrary, and U ∈L(H1)+ is
given such that
R((A†C)∗(I − BG†)) ⊆ R((A†C)∗(I − BG†)B) + R(G†GU 12 ).
Proof. (1) Since H2 is assumed to be finite-dimensional and all operators considered in this
paper are linear, the ranges of A,B,B∗ are all finite-dimensional, so R(G) and R(D1) are also
finite-dimensional, which means that R(A), R(B), R(G) and R(D1) are all closed.
Let us first suppose that Eq. (2.17) has a positive solution X ∈L(H2)+. Then clearly X
is also a solution to Eq. (4.2), so conditions in (i) hold. As X = X∗, by Lemma 5.1 we know
that X has a form of (5.2), which implies that X can be expressed as (5.10) with X11, X12 and
X22 given by (5.7)–(5.9) respectively. Since X  0, by the second condition in (3.3) we have
R(X12) ⊆ R(X11), so (5.18) holds. Once again, by the assumption that H2 is finite-dimensional,
we know that R(X11), R
(
(B†)∗G†GU 12
)
and R((B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)B) are also closed for
any U ∈L(H1)+, therefore (5.13) holds. Furthermore, as
R((B†)∗G†GU
1
2 ) ⊆ R((B†)∗G†G) for any U ∈L(H1)+,
we conclude that
R((B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)) ⊆ R((B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)B) + R((B†)∗G†G);
or equivalently,3
R((A†C)∗(I − BG†)) ⊆ R((A†C)∗(I − BG†)B) + R(G†G),
which can happen if and only if
R(FG(A
†C)∗(I − BG†)) ⊆ R(FG(A†C)∗(I − BG†)B);
or more precisely, condition (ii) holds.
Conversely, suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. First, we choose any operator U ∈
L(H1)+ and define X11 as (5.7) such that condition (5.18) is satisfied.4 Next, we choose
any K1 ∈L(H2, H1) and define X12 = X11 with  given by (5.35). Finally, we choose any
∧ ∈L(H2)+ and let X be as (5.36). Then by Lemma 3.1 we know that X  0. We prove that
such an X is a solution to the equation (2.17). In fact, as CB†B = C and B†BG†G = G†G, by
(4.30) and (5.16) we have
X11BG
†BB† = X11B(G†FA)BB† = X11BG†(FAB)B† = X11BG†GB†
= X11B(I − FG)B† = X11BB† − X11BFGB† = X11 − X11BFGB†
= X11 − 2(B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗D†B∗A†CFGB†
= X11 − (B†)∗(FGB∗A†C)∗B†
= X11 − (B†)∗(A†C)∗BFGB† = X11 − (B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)BB†,
3 Note that CB†B = C and B†BG†G = G†G.
4 Note that by (5.13) and condition (ii), such an operator U does exist; for instance, let U = IH1 .
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so
X11 = X11BG†BB† + (B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†)BB†. (5.37)
Moreover,
(FA − GG†)BB† = (FAB)B† − GG†FABB†
= GB† − GG†GB† = 0, (5.38)
A(G†)∗ = A(G†FA)∗ = AFA(G†)∗ = 0. (5.39)
Let
L = X11B − X11BK1G − (B†)∗(A†C)∗B.
Then since condition (5.18) is satisfied, by (5.37) and (5.38) we have
X11= (X11BG† + X11BK1(FA − GG†) + (B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†))EB
= (X11BG† + X11BK1(FA − GG†) + (B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†))
− (X11BG† + X11BK1(FA − GG†) + (B†)∗(A†C)∗(I − BG†))BB†
= LG† + X11BK1FA + (A†CB†)∗ − X11,
so
∗X11 = (G†)∗L∗ + FA(X11BK1)∗ + A†CB† − X11. (5.40)
It follows from (5.39) and (5.40) that
AXB = A(X11 + ∗X11)B = AA†CB†B = C.
(2) Suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Then by Theorem 4.2, Lemma 5.1, Lemma
3.1, Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4 we conclude that any positive solution X to Eq. (2.17) has a form
of (5.36). 
Remark 5.1. Let Hi, i = 1, 2, 3 be three Hilbert A-modules, and A,B,C,G,D1 be as in The-
orem 4.2. Suppose that the three conditions stated in (4.3) are satisfied. In our characterization of
the positive solutions to Eq. (2.17), it is crucial to ensure that the operator X11 given by (5.7) has
closed range, which is true if H2 is finite-dimensional. When H2 is infinite-dimensional, we are
particularly interested in the case that R(B) ⊆ R(A∗). For, in this case G = FAB = 0, FG = I
and D1 = B∗A†C, conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 5.5 can be simplified to
AA†CB†B = C,B∗A†C  0, R((A†C)∗) = R((A†C)∗B). (5.41)
In which case, by (4.30) we know that the operator X11 given by (5.7) can also be simplified to
X11 = (B†)∗(B∗A†C)∗B† = (B†)∗(B∗A†C)B†,
so by the equality of CB†B = C, we have R(X11) = R((B†)∗D1), which means that R(X11)
is closed if and only if R(D1) is closed. By the proof of Theorem 5.5, we get the following
result:
Theorem 5.6. Let Hi, i = 1, 2, 3 be three (possibly infinite-dimensional) Hilbert A-modules.
Let A ∈L(H2, H3) and B ∈L(H1, H2) have closed ranges such that R(B) ⊆ R(A∗). Let C ∈
L(H1, H3) such that D1 = B∗A†C has closed range. Then Eq. (2.17) has a positive solution if
and only if the three conditions in (5.41) are satisfied. In which case, the general positive solution
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X to Eq. (2.17) has the form of (5.36) with
X11 = BB†A†CB†,  = (BK1FA + X†11(B†)∗(A†C)∗)EB,
where ∧ ∈L(H2)+ is arbitrary positive and K1 ∈L(H2, H1) is arbitrary.
Remark 5.2. When B = A∗, Theorem 5.6 reduces to Lemma 3.2.
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